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This document contains:
 general guidance
 details of the scenario and briefs.
For this paper you must have:
 appropriate art and design media, materials and technology.

Time allowed
 5 hours

Preparatory period
 4 weeks

Instructions
 Read the paper carefully.  Before you start work make sure you understand all the information.
 Read the scenario and then choose one brief.
 You have a four week preparatory period to research, investigate and develop your ideas.
 You are allowed five hours to produce your Design Proposal and an evaluation of your work.
 You must hand in your preparatory work, your Design Proposal and your evaluation at the end of 

the examination.
 The work submitted for this examination must be your own unaided work.

Information
 Your work will be marked out of 60.
 All your work, which includes the work done during the preparatory period, will be marked.

Advice
 You may discuss your ideas with your teacher.
 You should make sure that any media, materials or equipment which you might need are available 

before you start your five hours of supervised work.
 You should take all of your preparatory work into the examination sessions.
 You should look at examples of the work of other artists, craftspeople and/or designers as part of 

your research.
 You may work on further supporting studies until you have completed your Design Proposal.
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What you have to do

Read the scenario and select one of the briefs.  Carry out research, paying particular attention to 
the constraints, considerations and requirements of the client or customer set out in the scenario 
and your chosen brief, including project management and health and safety issues.  You should also 
research the ways in which other artists, craftspeople and/or designers have provided solutions to 
similar briefs.  The preparatory work should be included in your submission.  You should submit the 
equivalent of not less than two, and not more than four, A1 sheets (or a sketchbook or other suitable 
form) of research and developmental work.

During the four week preparatory period, you must research the brief by collecting information 
and making notes and sketches.  You should consider appropriate primary and secondary 
sources, showing your understanding of the information collected by demonstrating the selection 
of appropriate aspects to inform your response to the brief.  This will form the basis of your 
development of ideas.  Any information or image selected for use must be attributed to its 
source and/or copyright owner by annotation.  You should also research and experiment with an 
appropriate range of different media, materials, techniques, processes and technology to develop 
alternative design solutions.  These initial designs should be in the form of clear visual records with 
appropriate annotation, which you will use as a resource during the five hours of supervised time to 
develop and refine your Design Proposal.

There are three distinct stages in the work you must do which link together to produce all the 
evidence required.  Each stage has its own distinctive features but forms part of the whole.  
They are:

  research, including others’ work and your own development work to meet the brief

  your Design Proposal, appropriately presented

  a summative evaluation of your response to the brief.

A series of suggested tasks is provided with the briefs that, if followed, will help to give you a clear 
direction and also help to ensure that your work is complete and meets all of the Assessment 
Criteria for this unit.

The work that you present must be of a standard and scale suitable to present to clients at the point 
where the client agrees to accept the Design Proposal and agrees the work to progress to its final 
finished piece.  You should make sure that any fragile or temporary work is photographed, in case of 
accidents.

A final finished piece is not required. 

Guidance on the use of technology

Artists, craftspeople and designers use technology as a tool in both design and production.  It can 
be used to extend investigations, develop ideas and in the production of outcomes.

You will be assessed on:

  your personal and individual creativity

  your original and imaginative use of technology and its associated processes

  how you have manipulated and made the most of all functions of the equipment and 
processes.
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Turn over 

Computers form an important part of many art, craft and design processes; when using them, you 
must show how well you can make them work for you.  Downloading and manipulating Internet 
images using computer software does not demonstrate a high level of imagination or originality.  
You must show that you can go beyond this by:

  further development

  demonstrating knowledge and understanding of the process(es)

  demonstrating an interaction with the programme(s) being used.

If you use a computer to develop your work you should:

  prepare original images using primary and secondary sources

  manipulate these images to develop them further

  show a proactive use of the technology

  analyse, re-visit and re-work ideas

  justify and evaluate your use of computers.

You are encouraged to use all aspects of technology in developing your project but remember that 
you will be assessed on how, and to what extent, you have used the technology to meet both the 
assessment objectives and assessment criteria.

Remember that any information or image selected for use must be attributed to its source and/or 
copyright owner.

Evaluation

The evaluation produced during the five hours of supervised time should include:

 (i) an account of:

   how you researched, developed and progressed ideas for the brief

   how you managed time and resources effectively

   the strengths and weaknesses in your work;

 (ii) points you wish the client to consider:

   reasons why the client should accept your Design Proposal

   how you met the challenge of including the required constraints in the Design Proposal

   why you think you have used media, materials, techniques, and technology effectively

   why you think you have been creative and why the qualities in your work are suitable for 
your client.

Your evaluation should justify your development work and the Design Proposal, showing how your 
decisions have been for the benefit of the client at all stages.

For further guidance, you should refer to the unit specification and the assessment marking criteria 
on pages 12 and 13 of this guidance.
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Introduction

A scenario and five briefs are provided.  You should select one brief and undertake research 
related to its requirements.  The theme is fruit and fruit juice drinks.  Your research must include 
references to the work produced by others and show your understanding of how it had been used to 
communicate ideas and/or aims in a visual way.  There should also be evidence of relevant primary 
or secondary research that is shown to influence the development of your project.  You should 
experiment with media, materials, techniques, processes, and technology to develop your ideas and 
to progress these ideas to a Design Proposal that you will present to the client.  Your work should 
take note of the relevant constraints identified in both the scenario and the brief that you have 
selected and take into account the methods that would be used to produce the final piece of work if 
the client accepts your Design Proposal.

The Project Brief

Scenario

The Directors of  ‘FruitJuice’, a fruit importer and pure fruit juice company, would like to boost 
publicity for their products.  They are planning an advertising campaign that will include a variety of 
competitions for art, craft and design students.  The winning items will be displayed at a series of 
promotional events in shopping centres.

Select one of the following briefs to develop your Design Proposal.

Whichever brief you choose, you must write an evaluation of your response (see pages 2, 3 
and 11).

Ensure that, in your final submission, you state clearly which brief you have chosen.
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Briefs

1  Web Design

  The Directors of ‘FruitJuice’ need an updated website which reflects the benefits of their 
products.  The website should be lively, contemporary and show art historical links with fruit 
as a source for visual inspiration.

  Develop at least two ideas for a homepage, which should include:

   a logo design

   the company name, ‘FruitJuice’

   a navigation rail* for the potential links of at least two other pages

   a range of attractive and appropriate colours.

  The Design Proposal produced in the five hours of supervised time should be the final 
development of one of your ideas for the homepage.

  All stages of computer work must be recorded in a way that shows your personal input.

  This brief could be fully presented as an ICT response.

2  Textiles

  The Directors of ‘FruitJuice’ are organising a competition for textile designs.

  Develop two design ideas for:

  either

  a patterned 90 cm x 90 cm square scarf

  or

  a patterned 60 cm x 140 cm neck scarf

  The patterns should be:

   complex

   based on fruit

   sourced from both primary research and the history of art, craft and design

   in realistic colours.

  The Design Proposal produced in the five hours of supervised time should be for one of the 
patterned scarves.

  All work must be to scale.
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3  3D Design: Display Stand

  A display stand is required for holding books and leaflets.  This should be no bigger than 
150 cm high, 150 cm wide and 90 cm deep.

  This display stand will be used at the promotional events in shopping centres and should be:

   made of lightweight material

   portable

   strong enough to hold several heavy books.

  The display stand should also have:

   separate display areas for books and leaflets

   the word ‘FruitJuice’ featured prominently

   a highly detailed, patterned or pictorial surface design that is of four colours.

  Develop at least two designs.

  The Design Proposal produced in the five hours of supervised time should be for one of the 
display stands.

  You should include any maquettes, samples or drawings that help to make your idea clearer 
for your clients, the Directors of ‘FruitJuice’.

  All work must be to scale.
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4  Book Spine Design

  The Directors of ‘FruitJuice’ intend to publish three large books with the titles:

  Fruit in Art

  Fruit in Cooking

  Fruit in Smoothies.

  The three books are to be sold together and presented in a card slipcase.**

  Designs are required only for the spines of the three books.

  Each spine is 25 cm x 6 cm.  (The total size of the three book spines in the slipcase is 
25 cm x 18 cm.)

  Develop at least two design ideas for a set of three book spines.

  Each set of three book spines must work together as a whole design irrespective of the order 
of the books in the slipcase.

  The colours of the three book spines should work well with each other when in the slipcase.

  All work must be to scale.

  The Design Proposal produced in the five hours of supervised time should be for one of the 
sets of three book spines.
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5  Advertisement

  The Directors of ‘FruitJuice’ are asking for designs for a large advertisement, which will 
promote the benefits of their fruit and fruit drinks.

  Develop at least two ideas for an advertisement, as it would appear in both portrait and 
landscape format, for use in magazines and on billboards.

  The poster designs should:

   be elaborate and based on fruit

   have the company’s name ‘FruitJuice’ featured prominently

   be sourced from both primary research and the history of art, craft and design

   feature realistic colours.

  The Design Proposal produced in the five hours of supervised time should be for one of your 
poster designs showing how it is adaptable for viewing in landscape and portrait formats.

Glossary of terms

  * Navigation rail

   The navigation rail allows a visitor to access or ‘navigate’ the other pages of a website.  
It is usually placed down the side or across the top of a page and consists of buttons, or 
tabs, which link to the rest of the website when clicked.

  ** Slipcase

   A slipcase is a box that has four or five sides and is open at one end.  It is used to 
protect books, individually or in sets.  Slipcases are also used for DVDs and compact 
disks.  They are often made of card.
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Suggested Tasks

When producing the work for your chosen brief, you will be sure of covering everything necessary 
for assessment if you work through the following tasks.

Task 1  When task is
completed

 Research different types of fruit and how they look, for example, 
their textures/colours/pattern.

 Research the history of using fruit as a source of inspiration for art, 
craft and design.

 Consider how historical and contemporary work may be pictorial, 
symbolic, linear or based on pattern.

 Look carefully at your research and combine some parts of what you 
see to help you start your first ideas.

Make sure, in your preparatory work, that you indicate which sources were 
important in getting your ideas started and show, in your practical work, how 
you did this.  Give your reasons as part of your annotation.

Task 2  When task is
completed

 Start working with a range of media, materials, techniques, 
processes and technology.  You must use a wider variety than 
just pencil and crayons and you should try to use paints, pastels 
and collage.  Collect samples of fabric and other materials where 
appropriate and consider the use of a range of technology.

 You should avoid downloading ready-made images instead of using 
your own drawings, paintings, and/or photographs.

 Try to use mixed media and find unusual material with which to 
experiment.

 Work out which media, materials, techniques, processes and 
technology are most effective for the brief that you are following and 
add the reasons for your choices as part of your annotation.
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Task 3  When task is
completed

 Develop your most successful ideas further, using the media, 
materials, techniques and technology that you found to be the most 
effective (Task 2).

 Try out several possibilities and then select the best two or three.

 Write down your reasons for rejecting some ideas and selecting 
others.

Task 4  When task is
completed

 You should now be able to modify and refine one or two ideas and 
begin to compose and use them to give a meaning or message that 
you want to communicate to your customers or audience.

 Try to use and manipulate some of the following: colour, line, pattern, 
shape, texture, tone, space, volume, proportion, scale, balance, 
movement and sound.

 While you are working on this task, keep in mind the key 
requirements and constraints of the brief.  Make a list of these and 
check them off when you know that they have been successfully 
included.

 Start to prepare notes of your initial thoughts and ideas for your 
summative evaluation.
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Supervised Time (5 hours)  When task is
completed

Design Proposal

The Design Proposal that you produce should be of sufficiently high quality 
to be presented at a meeting with the Directors of ‘FruitJuice’.

Summative Evaluation

During the five hours of supervised time, you should spend no more than 
thirty minutes in writing an evaluation of the whole project.  Preparations for 
this may be made beforehand.  Select what you believe to be the key points 
of the brief and show how well you have taken these into account.  Think 
about the requirements of the Directors of ‘FruitJuice’ and whether these 
have been met.

In your evaluation you should include:

 a section that sums up how well you have managed your research 
and development of ideas, your management of time and resources, 
plus the strengths and weaknesses of your work

 a section that sets out key points that you think your client should 
consider: for example, how you have resolved constraints, how you 
have effectively used media, materials, techniques or technology and 
how you have been creative in meeting the client’s requirements.

You must give clear reasons for your decisions.

Turn over for the Assessment Criteria
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In response to the externally set assignment you will be asked to:
 carry out preparatory research (primary and secondary) to clarify the needs of the client and 

the requirements of the brief; (AO1, AO2 (a), AO3)

All non-creditworthy responses are awarded zero marks.

Assessment Objective The candidate: Mark band 1 The candidate: Mark band 2

AO1 12 marks
Applying knowledge and 
understanding of others’ 
practice.

Candidates show 
an understanding of 
the working methods 
used by historical and 
contemporary art and 
design professionals and 
their work.

carries out limited research into 
others’ practice.

uses insights from the research 
in a limited way in response to 
the brief.

plans, organises and carries out 
a range of research into others’ 
practice.

uses insights from the research 
to inform the response to the 
brief.

(1 – 3 marks) (4 – 6 marks)

AO2 (a) 18 marks
Applying skills, 
techniques and 
understanding.

Candidates develop ideas 
by applying and reflecting 
on knowledge, skills and 
understanding of media, 
materials, techniques and 
processes.

carries out simple investigations 
using a range of media, 
materials, techniques and 
technology.

demonstrates limited ability to 
apply exploration to develop 
ideas that meet the minimum 
requirements of the brief.

plans, organises and carries out 
a range of investigations using 
combinations of media, materials, 
techniques and technology.

demonstrates the ability to apply 
exploration to develop ideas 
that take into account the key 
requirements of the brief.

(1 – 5 marks) (6 – 9 marks)

AO2 (b) 12 marks

Candidates realise and 
present work appropriate 
to its context.

shows basic skill in the use and 
application of formal elements 
and visual language.

shows a limited understanding 
of the needs of the client in 
the design proposal and has 
significant omissions in meeting 
the requirements of the brief.

shows moderate skill in the 
use and application of formal 
elements and visual language.

shows a partial understanding 
of the needs of the client in the 
design proposal and meets the 
key requirements of the brief.

(1 – 3 marks) (4 – 6 marks)

AO3 18 marks
Analysis, synthesis and 
evaluation.

Candidates gather, 
record and analyse 
relevant information and 
evidence, make reasoned 
judgements, present 
solutions and evaluate 
their own practice.

shows a basic level of skill in 
selecting relevant information and 
limited ability to modify ideas in 
response to the brief.

produces a superficial summative 
evaluation.

written work demonstrates limited 
clarity, coherence and accuracy 
in the use of language.

shows moderate skill in selecting 
relevant information and 
some ability to modify ideas in 
response to the brief.

produces a summative evaluation 
of the key points of the brief.

written work demonstrates 
reasonable clarity, coherence 
and accuracy in the use of 
language.

(1 – 5 marks) (6 – 9 marks)
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 develop, review and modify ideas; (AO2 (a), AO2 (b), AO3)
 create a Design Proposal; (AO2 (b))
 evaluate your response to the brief, including the work produced for the client. (AO3)

The candidate: Mark band 3 The candidate: Mark band 4

plans, organises and carries out a wide range of 
research into others’ practice.

uses insights from the research to enhance the 
response to the brief.

plans, organises and carries out a wide range of 
research, using a variety of sources, into others’ 
practice.

uses insights from the research creatively in 
response to the brief.

(7 – 9 marks) (10 – 12 marks)

plans, organises and carries out a wide range 
of investigations using combinations of different 
media, materials, techniques and technology.

demonstrates the ability to apply meaningful 
exploration to develop ideas that take into 
account and resolve some of the constraints and 
requirements of the brief.

plans, organises and carries out a wide range 
of complex investigations using combinations 
of different media, materials, techniques and 
technology.

demonstrates the ability to apply meaningful 
exploration to develop sophisticated ideas 
that resolve the constraints and meet the 
requirements of the brief in full.

(10 – 13 marks) (14 – 18 marks)

shows a sound level of skill in the use and 
application of formal elements and visual 
language.

shows a sound understanding of the needs of 
the client in the design proposal and mostly 
meets the requirements of the brief.

is highly skilled, effective and creative in the use 
and application of formal elements and visual 
language.

shows a complete understanding of the needs of 
the client in the design proposal and realises the 
requirements of the brief in full.

(7 – 9 marks) (10 – 12 marks)

shows a sound level of skill when selecting 
relevant information to modify ideas effectively in 
response to the brief.

produces an effective summative evaluation.

written work demonstrates general clarity, 
coherence and accuracy in the use of language.

is highly skilled when selecting relevant 
information and modifies ideas creatively in 
response to the brief.

produces a detailed summative evaluation.

written work demonstrates clarity, coherence 
and accuracy in the use of language.

(10 – 13 marks) (14 – 18 marks)

END  OF  CANDIDATE  GUIDANCE
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